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¡ The ML4FCC project (epf.ch/labs/lpap/machine-learning-applied-to-accelerators) is a
collaboration between EPFL, CERN, and SDSC. We are working towards implementing an Active
Deep Learning framework that provides an FCC model and tuning knobs for machine design and
optimization based on particle tracking simulations.

¡ Currently, we have developed a first Active Learning framework that incorporates machine learning
tools to accelerate DA simulation using HL-LHC data (presently available). This framework includes
smart sampling of machine parameters and particle phase-space for specific machine
configurations, as well as the implementation of a Deep Neural Network for DA regression.

¡ Check the poster on Active Learning for DA simulations later today!

¡ To keep the active framework functional, we continuously submit tracking simulations to generate
new data for the ML model.

MACHINE LEARNING 4 FUTURE CIRCULAR COLLIDER
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https://www.epfl.ch/labs/lpap/machine-learning-applied-to-accelerators/


BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS FOR FCC

¡ As Leon presented, XSUITE is a complete framework is best suited 
to perform FCC studies.

¡ BOINC system ideal to submit XSUITE jobs for FCC simulations!

¡ xboinc is implemented as native BOINC app.

¡ Also implemented as LHC@Home application.
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¡ To expedite this process, we are also implementing xtrack as a BOINC application for accelerated tracking simulations
as a package of XSUITE framework: xboinc.

¡ BOINC is an open-source middleware system which supports volunteer computing, and it aims to enable sharing the
enormous processing resources of multiple personal computers among the world in order to accelerate scientific
computations (https://boinc.berkeley.edu).

¡ LHC@Home is the BOINC-based project at CERN for volunteer computing. Volunteers routinely run applications by LHC
experiments (ATLAS and CMS event reconstruction), by the Theory group, and SixTrack: particle beam simulations to
design and optimise the performance of circular colliders (https://lhcathome.web.cern.ch/).

¡ Higher computational complexity for FCC: higher number of lattice elements, synchrotron radiation, 6D beam-beam
interactions… but many of these effects are not implemented in SixTrack

https://boinc.berkeley.edu/
https://lhcathome.web.cern.ch/


LHC@HOME PERFORMANCE 4

¡ SixTrack is implemented as native BOINC app (LHC@home) able to submit up to 350K jobs in parallel



FIRST XBOINC RESULTS ON DEV SERVER

¡ First xboinc app deployed in the LHC@home dev server

¡ First test with xboinc using legacy xsuite version v0.1.1
(16th October 2022) to simulate FCC-hh particle survival

¡ Some ingredients are still missing for user release:

¡ We are implementing user-friendly environment: 
improving setup, usage and result format

¡ To test other FCC study cases to identify potential user 
requirements

¡ To conduct tests on various volunteer architectures in order 
to anticipate any potential issues

¡ Benchmarking tests to assess the performance of xboinc
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https://github.com/xsuite/xsuite/releases/tag/v0.1.1
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¡ Volunteers are very welcome in supporting the dev server now, where the test on the xboinc are being performed.

¡ Volunteers from home can help also designing the FCC colliders soon! 



FCC NEEDS YOU!

JOIN LHC@HOME TODAY!
HTTPS://LHCATHOME.WEB.CERN.CH/JOIN-US
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https://lhcathome.web.cern.ch/join-us

